Abstract. Wireless spatial data broadcasting supports a great number of clients effectively to access location-dependent information. We propose a spatial indexing scheme using expanded grid cells to allow the clients access their desired data items quickly by reducing the number of grid cells to be accessed. Performance evaluation through simulation study discloses the proposed indexing scheme outperforms existing schemes with respect to the access time.
Introduction
Advances in various sensing units and high speed communications make things around us connected to the web. The vision of ubiquitous computing has been coming true by the connected things, with various information services launched. In the environment data delivery can be a critical issue for efficient information services, supporting a great number of clients [1] , [2] .
A wireless data broadcasting system disseminating data items on a wireless channel can support any number of clients efficiently without the server deteriorated because each client access data items on the wireless channel independently. The broadcast system broadcasting spatial data items can provide location-dependent information services with which the clients can search spatial data items related to their current locations [1] , [4] .
An air index scheme is introduced for energy-efficient data access in wireless data broadcast. Air index allows the clients to download their desired data item selectively from the wireless channel. For location-dependent information services through wireless spatial data broadcast, various spatial indexes have been proposed. Cell based Distributed index (CEDI) was proposed to support window query processing [3] , [5] , [6] . CEDI uses grid partition for organizing index. Distributed spatial index (DSI) was proposed using Hilbert curve. DSI causes the client to spend lots of energy by accessing excessive data download. In this paper, we propose a spatial air index based on expanded cells over multiple channels (SPIEM) in order to support the clients to access their desired data items energy-efficiently. SPIEM uses grid cells for organizing index tables and attempts to reduce the number of cells to be accessed. It allows the clients to access their desired data items quickly. The rest of the paper organizes as follows: chapter 2 presents the proposed scheme. We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme by comparing with existing schemes in chapter 3. We conclude this paper in chapter 4.
Spatial Air Index on Expanded Cells over Multiple Channels
For efficient location-dependent information services using a wireless broadcast system with multiple downlink channels in a non-flat approach, we present a spatial air index based on expanded cells over multiple channels (SPIEM).
The Structure of the Proposed Spatial Air Index
We consider a two-dimensional data space D containing n data items for broadcasting over two downlink channels, hot channel for hot data and regular channel for regular data items. From n data item, we take k data access frequently by clients as hot data. Hot data are broadcast over hot channel and regular data over regular channel. To organize the proposed index, we partition the data space n x n grid of which each cell is expanded δ+2e. Here, δ is the length of the side of a cell and e is the factor for the expansion. For example, Fig. 1 (a) shows a data space with 9 spatial data items, 2 hot data items and 7 regular data items. Fig. 1 (b) shows 4 x 4 grid partition for the data space. The proposed SPIEM with the expanded cells makes the clients access less cells for processing a given query such as qw in Fig. 1 (b) . For the query qw, a client obtains the result to the query by accessing only one cell c 5 . Thus, the proposed index allows the clients processing their given query energy-efficiently. The proposed index SPIEM has two tables RT and CT that keep indexing information.
RT = < HI, RI > (1)
Here, HI holds the information on which cells have the hot data items and RI holds the information on which cells have the regular data items.
Here, coord is the coordinates of data items in a cell and t p is the time when the cell appear on either hot channel or regular channel.
Based on the proposed SPIEM, the two wireless channels are organized in row major order. Clients tune into the wireless channels then download data items from the channels, hot data items from the hot channel and regular data from the regular channel.
Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed SPIEM through simulations. We compare SPIEM with the existing spatial data indexing schemes as regarding to access time over various query sizes. Fig. 2(a) shows the access time according to the query size from 0.02 to 0.1. The figure discloses the proposed SPIEM outperforms the existing indexing schemes, CEDI and DSI. This results from that the number of cells to be accessed is reduced by the expansion of cells, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The reduced number of cells allows clients to complete the query processing in shortened time against the existing indexing schemes. Moreover, the proposed SPIEM provides multiple access paths to clients that leverage them to access their desired data items quickly. The multiple access paths allows them to meet another index table on the channel, not waiting for index information until the next broadcasting cycle when they miss an index table on the wireless channel. Fig. 2(b) shows the access time when the query size is 0.08. The access time of SPICE is less about 19% of the access time of CEDI. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a spatial index scheme, SPIEM, using expanded grid cells for the non-flat spatial broadcast over multiple channels. With SPIEM, clients can access their desired data items quickly on the wireless channel by the reduced number of grid cells to access. Performance evaluation by simulation reveals the proposed SPIEM outperforms the existing indexing schemes. For the future work, we are investigating continuous window query processing using the expanded grid cells.
